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A Celebration of Student Research Presentation Day May 1, 2017 | Theses



A Celebration of Student Achievement



Student research is an integral part of the Harvey Mudd College experience and, during Presentation Days each spring, the entire College community is invited to celebrate students’ original projects in design or research. This celebration of student achievement includes Presentation Days (May 1 and 3) showcasing senior thesis research and class projects, and Projects Day, May 2, a showcase of projects in the Clinic Program. Our students grapple with real-world problems through individual and group research projects across all disciplines. Our professors use research as a powerful teaching tool that promotes learning well beyond the classroom and the laboratory. For many Harvey Mudd students, these intense research opportunities spark a lifelong love for a previously unconsidered field, help them lead diverse teams from varied disciplines and provide them with the flexibility to change careers over time. Each year, more than 200 students participate in Presentation Days, and every department at the College is well represented. From groundbreaking individual research done by graduating seniors to engaging and eye-opening design projects done by first-year students, the emphasis throughout Presentation Days is on student achievement. You’ll find the presentations listed by room and then by time. The 2017 Presentation Days Committee members are Anna Ahn, Bill Daub, Ann Esin, Weiqing Gu, Sal Plascencia, Elizabeth Sweedyk and Qimin Yang.



Support Fellow Mudders and Win Receive a raffle ticket for each session you attend. Deposit your tickets in designated receptacles by Wednesday at 6 p.m. A drawing will take place to select two tickets, and winners will be announced via email Friday, May 5. First prize – $300 Apple Store gift card Second prize – Item of your choice from the HMC Store



Monday, May 1 | Shanahan Center Shan 1430 9 a.m.



Shan B460



Shan B480 (Concert Hall)



Welcome in Shanahan 1430



9:15 a.m.



Colin Okasaki



Calvin Leung



9:30 a.m.



Aaron R. Bagheri



Hao Cao



Elyse A. Pennington



9:45 a.m.



Dylan Baker



Marc A. Finzi



Rachel Mow



10 a.m.



Daniel Schmidt



Alec Griffith



Hannah G. Welsh



Sakshi Shah



Ramonda Giddings, Michelle M. Niu



10:15 a.m.



Magda L. Hlavacek



10:30 a.m.



Shiyue Li



10:45 a.m.



Break



11 a.m.



Caitlin Lienkaemper



Yossathorn Tawabutr



Anya Kwan



11:15 a.m



Sam K. Miller



Sabine Fontaine



Chase Abelson



11:30 a.m



Micah G. Pedrick



Kevin Smith



11:45 a.m



Kathryn Dover



Rebecca C. Harman



12–1:15 p.m.



Lee Joon Kim Alex F. Echevarria



Lunch



1:30 p.m.



Ian R. Schweickart



Elizabeth Krenkel



Raunak Pednekar



1:45 p.m.



Dina Sinclair



Yvonne Ban



Ellie Gund



2 p.m.



Natchanon, Suaysom



Nathaniel Leslie



Emma Klein



2:15 p.m.



Zoë Tucker



Hannah Knaack



Annisa Dea



2:30 p.m.



Kira A. Wyld



2:45 p.m.



Timothy Middlemas



Nga Nguyen



Break



3 p.m.



Bo Zhang



Jiaxin Yu



Philip Woods



3:15 p.m.



Gavin Zhang



Jeremy Wang



Deniz Korman



Maya M. Martirossyan



Aliceanne C. Szeliga



Joshua Straub



Aaron Friend



3:30 p.m. 3:45 p.m.



Alex Ozdemir



4–5 p.m.



Biology



Reception (SkyCube)



Chemistry



Humanities, Social Sciences, and the Arts



Computer Science



Engineering



Mathematics



Physics



Symbols denote major(s) of student speakers. 1



Monday, May 1 | Morning 9 a.m. 



Refreshments on patio; Welcome in Shanahan Auditorium



Shanahan Center, Auditorium Mathematics 9:15 a.m. Colin Okasaki: Modeling the Emergence of Antibiotic



Resistance Advisor: Jon Jacobsen, professor of mathematics and vice president for student affairs and dean of students Antibiotic resistance is a problem of significant and growing international concern, in part due to the rapid emergence of new resistances. One potentially important factor in the emergence of resistances is concentrated antibiotic use in environments such as hospitals. Such high use creates a strong selective pressure for pathogens to evolve resistance. Using both deterministic and stochastic models, we analyze the effect that high-use environments have on the rate of emergence of antibiotic resistance. 9:30 a.m. Aaron R. Bagheri: Classifying the Jacobian Groups of Adinkras Advisors: Dagan Karp, associate professor of mathematics and associate chair; Stefan Mendez-Diez, visiting assistant professor of mathematics, Bard College



Supersymmetry is a theoretical model of particle physics that posits a symmetry between bosons and fermions. This symmetry is described mathematically in a supersymmetry algebra. Supersymmetry algebras can, in turn, be represented by a particular type of graph called an adinkra. For an integer n, an n-adinkra is a bipartite, n-coloured, n-regular, odd-dashed quadrilateral graph with a height assignment. Though motivated by theoretical physics, these graphs are highly structured combinatorial objects that are of independent mathematical interest. In this thesis, we investigate the Jacobian of an n-adinkra. In particular, we determine the order of the Jacobian of the cubic adinkra topologies for n less than 12. We also explore generalizations of the Jacobian to the world of adinkras.
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9:45 a.m. Dylan Baker: Constructing Topic Similarity Networks Using



Latent Dirichlet Allocation Advisor: Talithia Williams, associate professor of mathematics



With the sheer abundance of written information that’s digitally available, it’s increasingly useful to be able to synthesize and extract meaningful information from these sources. We present a unique, graph-based method for visualizing relationships between documents in a text corpus. By using Latent Dirichlet Allocation to extract topics from the corpus, we create a graph whose nodes represent individual documents and whose edges indicate the similarity between topic distributions in documents. Applying this method to a variety of datasets, we demonstrate that these graphs are useful in reducing the high-dimensional representations of documents in topic-space to a more humanreadable format that can be used to discover underlying relationships between documents. 10 a.m. Daniel Schmidt: Kinetic Monte Carlo Methods for Computing



First Capture Time Distributions in Models of Diffusive Absorption Advisors: Andrew Bernoff, Kenneth A. and Diana G. Jonsson Professor of Mathematics; Alan Lindsay, Applied and Computational Math and Statistics, Notre Dame



Consider a lymphocyte waiting to be stimulated by an antigen to produce antibodies. This problem can be modeled as a diffusive process with a mix of reflecting and absorbing boundary conditions. One can characterize the agent (antigen) finding its target (lymphocyte) as a first passage time (FPT) problem for the distribution of the absorption time for a particle executing a random walk. We examine a hierarchy of FPT problems modeling planar or spherical surfaces with a distribution of circular absorbing traps. We describe a Kinetic Monte Carlo method and asymptotic approximations to the FPT distribution. Our goal is to validate the efficacy of homogenizing the surface boundary conditions, replacing the reflecting and absorbing boundary conditions with a mixed boundary condition.
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10:15 a.m. Magda L. Hlavacek: Random Tropical Curves



Advisor: Dagan Karp, associate professor of mathematics and associate chair In the setting of tropical mathematics, geometric objects are rich with inherent combinatorial structure. For example, each polynomial $p(x,y)$ in the tropical setting corresponds to a tropical curve; these tropical curves correspond to unbounded graphs embedded in $\R2$. Each of these graphs is dual to a particular subdivision of its Newton polytope; we classify tropical curves by combinatorial type based on these corresponding subdivisions. In this thesis, we aim to gain an understanding of the likeliness of the combinatorial type of a randomly chosen tropical curve by using methods from polytope geometry. We focus on tropical curves corresponding to quadratics, but we hope to expand our exploration to higher degree polynomials.



10:30 a.m. Shiyue Li: Tropical Derivation of Cohomology Ring of Hassett



Spaces Advisors: Dagan Karp, associate professor of mathematics and associate chair; Dhruv Ranganathan ’12, MIT



We use tropical geometry to study the cohomology ring of heavy/ light Hassett spaces, which are moduli spaces with of weighted stable curves. We build on the work done by Cavalieri et al., which relates a compactification of hyperplane arrangements to these heavy/light Hassett spaces. Then by finding the tropicalization of heavy/light Hassett spaces, a polyhedral complex parametrizing leaf-labeled metric trees that can be thought of as Bergman fan, we furthermore obtain a toric variety X∑ associated with the Bergman fan. By effectivizing a theorem of Sturmfels et al. establishing an isomorphism between the cohomology ring of the compactification of heavey/light Hassett spaces and the cohomology ring of the toric variety, we can give a presentation of the intersection ring of Hassett spaces. 10:45 a.m. Break
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11 a.m. Caitlin Lienkaemper: Toric Ideals of Inductively Pierced







Neural Codes Advisor: Mohamed Omar, assistant professor of mathematics



How does the brain encode the spatial structure of the external world? A partial answer comes through place cells, neurons which become associated to approximately convex regions of space known as their place fields. A neural code describes the set of firing patterns observed in a set of neurons in terms of which subsets fire together. Since place fields are convex, we are interested in determining which neural codes can be realized with convex sets and in finding convex sets which generate a given neural code when taken as place fields. We focus on a subclass of convex codes known as inductively pierced codes for which convex realizations can be constructed in polynomial time and investigate algebraic objects known as toric ideals associated with these codes. Sam K. Miller: The Combinatorial Polynomial Hirsch Conjecture Advisors: Mohamed Omar, assistant professor of mathematics; Nicholas Pippenger, professor of mathematics



11:15 a.m. 



The Hirsch Conjecture states that for a d-dimensional polytope with n facets, the diameter of the graph of the polytope is at most n−d. This conjecture was disproven in 2010 by Francisco Santos Leal. However, a polynomial bound in n and d on the diameter of a polytope may still exist. Finding a polynomial bound would provide a worst-case scenario runtime for the Simplex Method of Linear Programming. There are many equivalent formulations of the Hirsch Conjecture, one of which is the Combinatorial Polynomial Hirsch Conjecture, which turns the problem into a matter of counting sets.
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11:30 a.m. Micah G. Pedrick: Efficient Computation of Families of



Linear Functionals Advisors: Michael Orrison, professor of mathematics; Nicholas Pippenger, professor of mathematics Families of linear functionals on a vector space that are generated by a group of symmetries of the space have a significant amount of structure. This results in computational redundancies which can be used to make computing the entire family of functionals at once more efficient than applying each in turn. This talk explores asymptotic complexity results for a few such families, using them to illustrate a more general framework for this kind of analysis.



11:45 a.m. Kathryn Dover: Geometry of Machine Learning Advisor: Weiqing Gu, Avery Professor of Mathematics



Finding patterns in high dimensional data can be difficult because it cannot be easily visualized. There are many different machine learning methods to fit data in order to predict and classify future data but there is typically a large expense on having the machine learn the fit for a certain part of a dataset. We propose a geometric way of defining different patterns in data that is invariant under size and rotation. Using a Gaussian Process, we find that pattern within stock datasets and make predictions from it. Noon– Lunch 1:30 p.m.
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Shanahan B460 Physics 9:15 a.m. Calvin Leung: Astronomical Random Numbers for Quantum



Foundations Advisors: Jason Gallicchio, assistant professor of physics; H.T. Nguyen, research scientist, Jet Propulsion Laboratory



Photons from distant astronomical sources can be used as a classical source of randomness to improve tests of Bell’s Inequalities. Here we report on the design and characterization of a device that uses the color of incoming quasar photons to output a random bit with nanosecond latency. Through the 1-meter telescope at JPL Table Mountain Observatory, we observe and generate random bits from quasars with redshifts z = 0.1-3.9. We also observe the folded light curve of the Crab pulsar in our two observing bands. Our instrument achieves a sufficiently-high signal-to-noise ratio to test the CHSH inequality using quasars as dim as magnitude 15.2. 9:30 a.m. Hao Cao: Investigation of Multi-pass Stochastic Heating



Mechanism Advisor: Tom Donnelly, professor of physics 



In a collaboration with the University of Texas at Austin, we investigate the deposition of high-power laser energy into microspheres targets. We prepare laser targets by depositing polystyrene spheres ranging in size from 100 nm to 1 micron onto silicon wafers. The result of the deposition is that the wafer is covered with more than 75 percent hexagonal-closed-packed spheres. After deposition, we plasma etch the silicon wafers to break sphere-sphere bonds.
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 arc A. Finzi: Towards Experimental Verification of Multipass M Stochastic Heating in Wavelength Scale Targets Advisor: Tom Donnelly, professor of physics  



9:45 a.m. 



Stochastic heating theory predicts that laser energy can be coupled into wavelength scale plasma targets with greater efficiency than better understood methods. To examine this theory experimentally, we traveled to University of Texas at Austin’s high-power Ghost laser facility. Delivering the sub-micron polystyrene spherical targets into the laser’s tiny focus requires careful characterization of our ejection mechanism. We have automated the experiment measuring the sphere ejection velocity distribution. In order to deliver single spheres of known size into the target area, we were also forced to improve the consistency and uniformity of deposition methods. Plasma etching was used in order to break bonds between spheres deposited on the sample, crucial for observing the single sphere-laser interaction. 10 a.m. 







Alec Griffith: Computationally Modeling Optical Traps Advisor: Tom Donnelly, professor of physics



To improve high-intensity laser-matter experiments it is useful to isolate targets from any substrate or support structure. Using a secondary laser for optical trapping of targets offers one way to do this. We will present the next evolution of a computational model to model these experiments and the results for a variety of experimental parameters. 10:15 a.m. Sakshi Shah: Antibacterial Chitosan Nanoparticles for a Tissue-Engineered Brain Patch Advisors: Tom Donnelly, professor of physics; Liz Orwin ’95, James Howard Kindelberger Professor of Engineering and department chair   Traumatic brain injury (TBI) affects 1.4 million people per year in the U.S. alone and, according to the Centers for Disease Control, accounts for 12 percent of all deaths. Many of the acute effects of TBI, such as intracranial hemorrhaging and mass cell death, are caused by secondary injury. The goal of the Brain Patch Project is to provide a tissue-engineered treatment for TBI that reduces inflammation caused by secondary injury and aids in the regrowth of neural connections. I synthesized chitosan nanoparticles (CNPs) using an ultrasonic atomization-based technique and investigated CNPs as a possible treatment for TBI. I conducted antibacterial assays in order to completely characterize the mechanism of antibacterial action of CNPs against S. aureus, a pathogen commonly found in TBI wound sites and hospital settings. 8



10:45 a.m. Break 11 a.m. Yossathorn Tawabutr: Gravity From Entanglement in



Matrix Theory Advisor: Vatche Sahakian, associate professor of physics There are theoretical suggestions that gravity emerges from quantum entanglement entropy. Using Matrix theory, we compute the entanglement entropy between two aligned supergravity probes and modes on a spherical membrane. The system can be viewed as two smaller masses situated a distance from a larger spherical mass. Classically, one should expect tidal acceleration to be the relative acceleration between the two probes. Our entanglement entropy computation involves integrating out heavier bosonic and fermionic modes in the matrix theory Lagrangian (BFSS) and diagonalizing the Hamiltonian to obtain the vacuum states. The result implies preliminary signs of correlation between the entanglement entropy and the tidal effect through the membranes stretched between the two probes. 11:15 a.m. Sabine Fontaine: Teaching Introductory Mechanics: Building



Knowledge Through Engagement Advisors: Sharon Gerbode, Iris and Howard Critchell Assistant Professor of Physics; Theresa Lynn, associate professor of physics The physics education track at Harvey Mudd includes a semesterlong internship experience in a local high school. For 10 weeks, I observed and taught in a physics classroom at Claremont High School. The experience allowed me to critically assess my mentors and my teaching practices. I also built and refined my own practices throughout the process and learned practical tools that I can use in my own classroom. This semester, I have developed Python simulations of Physics 24 problems to help students analyze situations that they often find confusing. While the simulations are helpful on their own, we ultimately hope students will use skills they gained in CS5 to edit and extend them from the template versions I have created.
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11:30 a.m. Kevin Smith: Modeling Carbon Impact of Power Grid



Modernization  Advisors: Ann Esin, associate professor of physics; Karen Studarus, engineer, Pacific Northwest National Lab Three changes are likely to alter power grid infrastructure in the near future: increased adoption of renewable energy sources, grid storage and carbon pricing. Understanding how these changes affect fossil plant utilization is necessary if carbon emissions are to be a factor in planning grid modernization. Drawing from economic theory and operations research, I developed a simple model to capture these effects. I created a method to infer proprietary information on utility operating costs from historical generator data from which the response of fossil plants to changing pricing conditions can be predicted. I then used existing statistical models of fossil plant emissions to make rough predictions for the decrease in power grid emissions due to these changes.



11:45 a.m. Rebecca C. Harman: Characterization of the Huntingtin



Aggregation Pathway via Single-molecule and Super-resolution Fluorescence Microscopy  Advisor: Whitney Duim, visiting assistant professor of chemistry Huntington’s disease is a neurodegenerative disease caused by a mutation in the gene that codes for the Huntingtin (Htt) protein. This mutation causes the Htt protein to misfold into ß-sheets and aggregate within the cell. We aim to characterize the aggregation pathway with the ultimate goal of better understanding Huntington’s disease and identifying potential therapeutic targets. Htt aggregates are between one and 80 nm in size, a scale below the diffraction limit of light. To resolve these aggregates in vitro, we used direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM). We investigated the effect of different aggregation preparation conditions, static vs. agitated, on the Htt aggregates.



Noon– 1:30 p.m.
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Lunch



Shanahan, Drinkward Recital Hall (B480) 



Biology, Chemistry and Mathematics



9:30 a.m. Elyse A. Pennington: Energy Usage and Efficiency in a Fuel Cell



Electric Semi-Trailer Truck Advisors: Okitsugu Furuya, clinical professor of engineering; Takehito Yokoo, Toyota



Toyota has long maintained that hydrogen fuel cell technology could be a zero-emission solution across a broad spectrum of vehicle types. The scalability of this technology is enabling the automaker to explore a semi-trailer truck application for a California-based feasibility study. The Toyota Clinic project models energy usage and efficiency in the vehicle’s four main subsystems with the goal of specifying vehicle component capacities. 9:45 a.m. Rachel Mow: Monolayer Deposition of Colloidal Quantum Dots



by Spray-Coating Advisor: Hal Van Ryswyk, Johan Stauffer Professor of Chemistry



PbS depleted bulk heterojunction cells are a promising, lowercost alternative to Si photovoltaics. Spray-coating colloidal PbS quantum dots allow efficient fabrication of devices over large surface areas, which could lead to the development of a solar cell spray paint. Spray-coating deposits monolayers of quantum dots with smooth morphology, improving the photo response of the devices. Ligand exchange also plays a vital role in the device photo response because the ligands dictate how well the electrons and holes tunnel through the semiconductor. Successful sequential monolayer deposition was confirmed by imaging with SEM, AFM and optical microscopy. Mercaptopropionic acid and ethanedithiol were used in the ligand exchange process to improve understanding of surface chemistry. 
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10 a.m. Hannah G. Welsh: Optical and Chemical Properties of



Model Brown Carbon Systems Characterized by UV/visible Spectroscopy and Aerosol Mass Spectrometry Advisor: Lelia Hawkins, Barbara Stokes Dewey Assistant Professor of Chemistry



The optical and chemical properties of brown carbon were investigated in order to better understand its role in radiative forcing. Bulk-phase absorptivity was measured for Maillard reaction products generated from systems of amines and small aldehydes. The effects of cloud processing were simulated by comparing the absorptivity of redissolved dried residues to liquid samples. The mechanism of photobleaching and the extent to which it occurs were analyzed by measuring both the absorptivity of samples that were exposed to visible light, as well as samples that were exposed to UV light and hydroxyl radicals. Chemical composition of Maillard products was characterized by mass spectrometry. The mass spectra were used to determine which fragments correlate to observed changes in absorptivity. 10:15 a.m. Ramonda Giddings and Michelle M. Niu: Detection of Clear Fluids on Printing Media Advisor: Nancy Lape, associate professor of engineering The presence of clear fluids is crucial in determining the quality of printed products but is extremely difficult to detect with typical systems designed for the printing industry. Detection of these clear fluids in real-time and in situ helps HP catch errors in the printing process before an entire roll of product is used, thus reducing the amount of waste generated and minimizing financial loss for the company. A vision system using UV and white light as well as a thermal imaging system were two techniques investigated in order to solve the problem given to the HP Clinic team. 10:45 a.m. Break 11 a.m. Anya Kwan: Delivering Flavor: Orange Oil Nanoemulsion



Encapsulated in Filled Soluble Hydrogel Complex Advisor: Gabriel Davidov-Pardo, assistant professor of agriculture, Cal Poly Pomona Filled hydrogels are a delivery system in which emulsions are embedded into gels formed by the electrostatic attraction of two oppositely charged biopolymers. The pH dependent charge of proteins makes them a suitable candidate to create pH controlledrelease encapsulation systems. The goal of this research is to encapsulate a flavored nanoemulsion that bursts in artificial saliva conditions by determining the optimal protein-to-polysaccharide ratio and corresponding pH to create a filled hydrogel system. 12



11:15 a.m. Chase S. Abelson: Synthesis of a Family of Chiral



Aminoalcohols as Ligands for Titanium and Tantalum Catalyzed Asymmetric Hydroamination Advisors: Adam Johnson, professor of chemistry; Nancy S.B. Williams, associate professor of chemistry, Keck Science Using a modular synthetic strategy, a family of chiral aminoalcohol ligands with and without pendant donor groups was synthesized. Starting from valine and phenylalanine, alkylation with phenyl Grignard is followed by condensation with salicylaldehyde, benzaldehyde and ferrocenecarboxaldehyde to give the corresponding Schiff base ligands. These can be used directly as ligands or further modified before metalation. Synthetic, spectroscopic and structural details of these new ligands and their early metal complexes will be reported.



11:30 a.m. Lee Joon Kim: Synthetic Pursuit of Isocryptobeilic Acid D, a







Suspected Natural Product Advisor: David Vosburg, associate professor of chemistry



Cryptobeilic acid D, isolated from the plant Beilschmiedia cryptocaryoides, is an antimalarial natural product. We have synthesized the fused and bridged tetracyclic scaffolds characteristic of cryptobeilic acids using iterative Suzuki-Miyaura couplings and an 8π-6π electrocyclization cascade. The resulting endo and exo bicycles were assembled into fused or bridged tetracycles via Diels-Alder reactions. Our synthetic results, in addition to biosynthetic considerations and computational studies, lead us to propose that the bridged isomer isocryptobeilic acid D may also be present in nature. Our synthetic progress in achieving the total synthesis of isocryptobeilic acid D will be discussed.
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11:45 a.m. Alex F. Echevarria: A Raman Spectrometer for in vivo, Real-Time



Detection of Cancer  Advisors: Philip Cha, professor of engineering and C.F. Braun & Company Fellow; Michael Storrie-Lombardi, adjunct professor of physics



Evaluate the feasibility of Raman spectroscopy for accurate, real-time, in vivo cancer detection. Noon– 1:30 p.m.
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Lunch



Monday, May 1 | Afternoon Shanahan Center, Auditorium Mathematics 1:30 p.m. Ian R. Schweickart: Valuation Techniques Using Principal



Component Analysis and Association Rule Mining Advisors: Weiqing Gu, Avery Professor of Mathematics; Ananda Ganguly, Finance, Claremont McKenna College Predicting the stock market has been the relentless quest of countless traders passed, and surely to come. To do so requires either acting fast and making trades before others react to a position, or having superior information to other traders. This project aims to create a novel method to obtain this type of information. A reconstruction of stock signals called eigenportfolios, is allowed by Principal Component Analysis. By removing this signal from the original, underlying trends can be found. An association rule mining algorithm learns otherwise unseen connections in the detrended data. By observing numerous stocks’ responses to similar events, a metric can be created to tell whether a stock is over- or undervalued by the market.



1:45 p.m. Dina Sinclair: Incorporating the Centers for Disease Control and



Prevention Into Vaccine Pricing Models Advisor: Susan Martonosi, Joseph B. Platt Associate Professor of Mathematics



The American vaccine pricing market has many actors, making it a complex system to model. Because of this, previous papers have chosen to model only vaccine manufacturers while leaving out the government. However, the government is also an important actor in the market, since it buys over half of vaccines produced. I will discuss introducing the government into vaccine pricing models to better recommend pricing strategies to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 
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2 p.m. Natchanon Suaysom: Iterative Matrix Factorization Method for



Social Media Data Location Prediction Advisors: Arthur Benjamin, Smallwood Family Professor of Mathematics; Puck Rombach, Mathematics, UCLA



Some of the locations where users post their tweets collected by social media companies have varied accuracy, and some are missing. We want to use those tweets with highest accuracy to help fill in the data of those tweets with incomplete information. To test our algorithm, we used the sets of social media data from a city, we separated them into training sets (where we know all the information) and the testing sets, where we intentionally pretend to not know the location. Using multiple algorithms on iterative nonnegative matrix factorization, we are able to learn from training sets to predict a tweet’s location in the testing sets with high accuracy. 2:15 p.m. Zoë Tucker: Emergence and Complexity in Music







Advisor: Michael Orrison, professor of mathematics



How can we apply mathematical notions of complexity and emergence to music, and how can these mathematical ideas then inspire new musical works? Using Steve Reich’s “Clapping Music” as a starting point, we look for emergent patterns in music by considering cases where a piece’s complexity is significantly different from the total complexity of each of the individual parts. Definitions of complexity inspired by information theory, data compression and musical practice are considered. Finally, we present some new musical compositions to demonstrate these ideas. 2:30 p.m. Kira A. Wyld: Sudoku on the Torus



Advisors: Francis Su, Benediktsson-Karwa Professor of Mathematics; Kenji Kozai ’08, visiting assistant professor of mathematics We will create and explore a hexagonal variant for a Sudoku puzzle. We seek to answer how Sudoku puzzles and their variants operate as mathematical objects. 2:45–3 p.m. Break
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3 p.m. Bo Zhang: Machine Learning on Statistical Manifolds



Advisors: Weiqing Gu, Avery Professor of Mathematics; Nicholas Pippenger, professor of mathematics  Many applications rely on classification and clustering of probability distributions. This senior thesis project explores and generalizes some fundamental machine learning algorithms from the Euclidean space to the statistical manifold, an abstract space in which each point is a probability distribution. Algorithms analyzed and generalized to statistical manifolds include Support Vector Machine, Hierarchical Clustering Methods and K-Means Clustering Methods. Empirical results of Hierarchical and K-Means Clustering methods applied to statistical manifolds are presented and discussed.



3:15 p.m. Gavin Zhang: Dynamics and Clustering in Locust Hopper Bands Advisors: Andrew Bernoff, Diana and Kenneth Jonsson Professor of Mathematics; Chad Topaz, professor of mathematics, Macalester College



In recent years, technological advances in animal tracking have renewed interests in collective animal behavior, and in particular, locust swarms. In their early life stages, locusts move in hopper bands, which are huge aggregations traveling on the ground. Our main goal is to understand the underlying mechanisms for the emergence and organization of these bands. We construct an agent-based model that tracks individual locusts and a continuum model that tracks the evolution of locust density. Both these models are motivated by experimental observations of individuals’ behavior. The macroscopic emergent behavior of the group is studied through numerical simulation of these models. 3:30 p.m. Alex A. Ozdemir: Generalized Splay Trees



Advisor: Ran Libeskind-Hadas, R. Michael Shanahan Professor of Computer Science In 1986, Sleator and Tarjan invented the “splay tree,” a data structure that uses a specific set of rules to constantly re-arrange itself in a way that performs extremely well. They provided two variants of the lookup procedure for a splay tree: one that rearranged the tree from the bottom up and one that rearranged the tree from the top down. Because the rearrangement brings the accessed item to the top of the tree, splay trees have found use when the access distribution exhibits “temporal locality,” the item just accessed is likely to be accessed again soon. This presentation will introduce the topic to an unfamiliar audience and answer the questions How are the top-down and bottom-up procedures related? and Does there exist a generalized splay tree? 17



Shanahan B460 Physics 1:30 p.m. Elizabeth Krenkel: Thin Cobalt-Nickel Multilayer Anisotropy



Energies Advisor: James Eckert, professor of physics



When cobalt and nickel are combined in thin multilayers, they exhibit magnetic properties which the bulk materials do not. These properties are often useful in magnetic storage devices. We investigated how the magnetic behavior of these materials was effected by changes in temperature, layer number and layer thickness. Using that information, we were able to determine trends in the anisotropy energies of these samples. 1:45 p.m. 







Yvonne Ban: Skyarcs and Beam Analysis for SPTpol Advisor: Jason Gallicchio, assistant professor of physics



The South Pole Telescope, located at the Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, Antarctica, aims to image the E- and B-mode polarisations in the cosmic microwave background in order to glean more information about cosmological theories, such as inflation. We worked on two small projects within the South Pole Telescope collaboration which pertained to instrumentation and data analysis.
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2 p.m. Nathaniel A. Leslie: Maximal LELM Distinguishability of Qubit



and Qutrit Bell States Using Projective and Non-Projective Measurements Advisor: Theresa Lynn, associate professor of physics



 Many quantum information tasks require measurements to distinguish between different quantum-mechanically entangled states (Bell states) of a particle pair. In practice, measurements are often limited to linear evolution and local measurement (LELM) of the particles. We investigate LELM distinguishability of the Bell states of two qubits (two-state particles) and qutrits (three-state particles), via standard projective measurement and via generalized measurement, which allows detection channels beyond the number of orthogonal single-particle states. Projective LELM can only distinguish three of four qubit Bell states; we show that generalized measurement does no better. We show that projective LELM can distinguish only three of nine qutrit Bell states and that generalized LELM allows at most five of nine. 2:15 p.m. Hannah M. Knaack: Fabricating Q-plates for Manipulating







Photon Spin and Orbital Angular Momentum Advisor: Theresa Lynn, associate professor of physics



Quantum information science uses two-level quantum systems as quantum bits, or “qubits,” as well as higher-dimensional systems, called “qudits,” to store information. Photon polarization is a popular choice of qubit because it is easy to manipulate. Photons have another degree of freedom, orbital angular momentum (OAM), that is high-dimensional and thus forms a qudit, but is more difficult to create and measure. The q-plate is a novel optical element that allows both of these variables to be controlled at once, allowing a qubit and a qudit on one photon. We can store further information in the correlations between these two variables, increasing the information density per photon. I worked to fabricate q-plates and plan experiments with them to further our lab’s quantum communication work. 
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2:30 p.m. Timothy M. Middlemas: Collective Cell Reorganization in the



Development of Fruit Fly Tissue Advisors: Richard Haskell, Burton G. Bettingen Professor of Physics; Andrea Liu, professor of physics, University of Pennsylvania; Kevin Chiou, post-doc, University of Pennsylvania We are studying the embryonic development of the Drosophila fruit fly—in particular, the formation of banded tissue through cell reorganization that ends in the familiar body segments of the fly. To do this, we characterize the geometric and chemical markers of the banded tissue through computational image analysis of confocal fluorescent microscopy images. We can track these geometric and chemical features through time at the level of individual cells and interfaces between cellular phases and use these associations to make tissue-level generalizations. In addition, we attempt to reproduce the geometric and mechanical characteristics of the tissue in simulations based on individual cell properties. 



2:45–3 p.m. Break 3 p.m. Jiaxin Yu: NIR Spatial Heterodyne Raman Spectroscopy Advisors: Gregory Lyzenga, professor of physics, and Michael Storrie-Lombardi, adjunct professor of physics



 The feasibility and limitations of a spatial heterodyne



Raman spectrometer in the near infrared (NIR) regime were investigated, motivated by its potential to provide high light throughput, high spectral resolution and useful bandwidth. Raman spectroscopy provides a fingerprint method for identifying molecules and offers the potential for application in many fields, including the biomedical industry and the search for extraterrestrial life. Both theoretical models and experimental tests were conducted to explore how the system is limited by various factors, including the coherence length of the illumination source, the size of the sample, the quantum efficiency of Raman scattering in NIR and the geometry of the optical components’ arrangement.  
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3:15 p.m. Jeremy Wang: Computational and Theoretical Investigations



in Fluctuations of Colloidal Crystal Grain Boundaries Due to Optical Blasting Advisor: Sharon Gerbode, Iris and Howard Critchell Assistant Professor of Physics



In previous work in the Gerbode Lab, we developed an optical blasting technique which disrupts colloidal crystal structure and attracts grain boundaries by creating disorder using a repulsive laser force. For my thesis, I have written a Brownian Dynamics simulation of 2-D colloidal crystals made of hard disks and simulated the optical blasting forces by using ray optics to calculate the momentum transferred to the particles by the laser. I find that my simulations capture all relevant behavior of the optical blasting, and I proceed to systematically study how optical blasting attracts grain boundaries. Finally, I wrote a simple lattice model to describe the statistical fluctuations of grain boundaries near a blasted region, which ultimately explains how the attractive force arises. 3:30 p.m. Maya M. Martirossyan: Probing Colloidal Grain Boundary



Dynamics Using a Novel Optical Blasting Technique Advisor: Sharon Gerbode, Iris and Howard Critchell Assistant Professor of Physics   We introduce a novel “optical blasting” technique that allows for manipulation of grain boundaries in colloidal crystals, which are a macroscopic analog for studying atomic crystals. We find that optical blasting near grain boundaries in polycrystalline monolayer crystals of 1.2 micron silica spheres causes “melting” of the crystal near the blast. The subsequent recrystallization pulls the grain boundary toward the blast. We study this effective attraction between the blast and the grain boundary and use the technique to deform grain boundaries. We find the mobility and stiffness of grain boundaries by using computational techniques to track the grain boundary shape and location over time in deformationrelaxation experiments. 
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3:45 p.m. Joshua S. Straub: Using Mie Scattering Theory to Increase the



Efficiency of Substrate-free Graphene Synthesis Advisor: Tom Donnelly, professor of physics  The substrate-free synthesis of graphene using an ethanol aerosol offers a simple means for creating large amounts of high-quality graphene, a recently discovered material with a variety of potential applications due to its unique physical properties. To increase the efficiency of this synthesis, we use Mie scattering theory to size the micron-scale particles that constitute the aerosol. To do so, we direct a laser onto the aerosol and record the intensity of scattered light as a function of angle, allowing for sub-micron scale precision. This technique offers a means to size a continuously generated aerosol that would be difficult to characterize with microscopy and could allow us to gain a better understanding of the combustion reaction central to this method of graphene synthesis.



Shanahan, Drinkward Recital Hall (B480) 



Biology, Chemistry and Mathematics



1:30 p.m. Raunak Pednekar: Physiology and Emotional Engagement: To



What Extent Can Physiological Measures Predict Behavior? Advisor: Paul Zak, professor and chair, Department of Economic Sciences, director, Center for Neuroeconomics Studies, Claremont Changes in emotional state are often accompanied by physiological changes. We exploit multiple physiological markers of emotional arousal to study (1) their predictive value for behavior and (2) their correlation with each other. Heart rate variability (HRV), galvanic skin response (GSR), and electroencephalogram (EEG) data were collected while 74 participants watched movie trailers. After having watched the movie trailers, participants were asked how likely they were to recommend the movie trailer to a friend. In this study, we use techniques like cluster analysis to analyze the value of the physiological data (EEG, HRV and GSR) in predicting the likelihood of the stated behavior (likelihood of recommending the movie to a friend). In addition, our multimethod approach allows us to study the relationship between different physiological measures. This works towards the larger goal of the field; gathering (hopefully) converging evidence from various methodologies (Kable, 2011). 
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1:45 p.m. Ellie Gund: Investigating Dechlorination Using Bio-Inspired Nickel







Compounds Advisor: Katherine Van Heuvelen, assistant professor of chemistry



Chlorinated ethylenes like tetrachloroethylene (PCE) and trichloroethylene (TCE) are carcinogens used in the dry-cleaning and degreasing industries. The nickel-containing cofactor F430 found in methyl-coenzyme M reductase is capable of dechlorinating PCE and TCE through a poorly-understood reaction mechanism. We study this reaction using model compounds inspired by cofactor F430. We demonstrate that both [Ni(cyclam)]+ and [Ni(tetramethylcyclam)]+ are capable of dehalogenating PCE and TCE. Reaction products were identified using solid-phase microextraction in conjunction with gas chromatography-mass spectrometry. We report our efforts to optimize reaction conditions. This work will benefit our understanding of dechlorination reactions and nickel bioinorganic compounds like cofactor F430. 2 p.m. Emma Klein: Determination of hOGG1 Dissociation Constants



Using Eletrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay Advisor: Karl Haushalter, associate professor of chemistry and biology; associate dean of research



Human 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (hOGG1) is a vital enzyme in the base excision repair pathway, which is required to repair the common 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) lesion in DNA. An unrepaired 8-oxoG lesion leads to a point mutation in the DNA sequence. The repair reaction between 8-oxoG DNA and hOGG1 is end-product inhibited, yielding slow reaction rates under multiple-turnover experimental conditions similar to those in vivo. Thus, we suspect that the small dissociation constant and tight binding between hOGG1 and the abasic product explains the apparent low activity under these conditions. Using the electrophoretic mobility shift assay, I determined the dissociation constants of wild-type hOGG1 with DNA, as well as hOGG1 variants that have been associated with cancers.
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2:15 p.m. Annisa Dea: Elucidating the Functions of CG13551 and CG34423



in Drosophila Advisor: Jae Hur, assistant professor of biology



Mitochondrial dysfunction is a biological hallmark of aging. Previous manipulations to increase Drosophila lifespan resulted in an upregulation of the gene CG34423. While the function of CG34423 is unknown in Drosophila, homology searches turned up a mitochondrial gene in yeast and another previously uncharacterized gene in Drosophila, CG13551. The yeast gene produces a protein called IF1, which inhibits the complex V of the mitochondrial electron transport chain. Given these findings, I seek to examine the function of CG34423 and CG13551 in Drosophila, and determine whether their transcripts perform similar functions to that of IF1 in yeast. Using mitochondrial activity and ATP assays, I will determine what changes, if any, are caused by overexpression of these genes in Drosophila. 2:30 p.m. Nga N. Nguyen: The Role of Proteasome Subunit ß5 in the Aging



Process of Drosophila melanogaster Advisor: Jae Hur, assistant professor of biology



Widespread loss of protein homeostasis (proteostasis) is a major event in aging. One of the most important elements involved in proteostasis is the 26S proteasome, a cytoplasmic complex that degrades damaged proteins. Past experiments in the Hur lab have shown that ubiquitous overexpression of proteasome subunit ß5 in fruit flies leads to extended lifespan. However, the mechanism by which their lifespan increases remains unknown. We aim to test the possibility that proteasome subunit ß5 overexpression causes upregulated function of the proteasome, combatting the accumulation of damaged proteins during the aging process. Understanding the role of proteasome subunit ß5 in the aging process will provide new insights into the mechanisms by which organisms age. 2:45–3 p.m. Break
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3 p.m. Philip Woods: The Role of Ribosomal DNA in







Dietary Restriction Advisor: Jae Hur, assistant professor of biology



Dietary restriction (DR) is a robust and well-studied method for lifespan extension. The nutrient-sensing pathways IIS and mTOR have been shown to mediate the effects of DR. However, the effects of DR can also be inherited, suggesting the presence of a heritable genetic component to the pathway. One candidate for this component is the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) loci. These loci can be influenced by diet and IIS/mTOR signaling, and can influence both lifespan and genomic stability, as does DR. This project investigates the effects of mild rDNA copy number deletions on lifespan and health, as well as its potential mediating role in the lifespan extension effects of dietary restriction. Deniz Korman: Modeling Foraging Behavior of Arboreal Lizards Advisor: Stephen Adolph, Stuart Mudd Professor of Biology and department chair



3:15 p.m. 



Arboreal insectivorous lizards are visual foragers that spend a significant portion of their day perching on vertical surfaces and scanning the area below for insects. The height at which a lizard perches determines the prey that it will encounter— perching higher will increase the scanning area, while preventing the detection of smaller insects. We can calculate the optimal perching height of a lizard by using their locomotion energetics, visual capabilities and prey availability to create a foraging model. While visual acuity plays a key role in this model, vision is deeply understudied in arboreal lizards. I have experimentally determined the visual acuity of the Carolina anole, a common arboreal lizard species, and created a computational model to predict their optimal perch height.
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3:30 p.m. Aliceanne C. Szeliga: The Role of Bromodomain Proteins in



Trypanosoma brucei’s Life-cycle Transitions







Advisor: Danae Schulz, assistant professor of biology



Trypanosomes (Trypanosoma brucei) are protozoan parasites transmitted through tsetse fly bites that infect humans and cattle. T. brucei has multiple lifecycle stages in each host. Bromodomain proteins help regulate the lifecycle, as inhibiting these proteins in a bloodstream-form parasite causes it to progress in its lifecycle. The exact role of bromodomain proteins is still unknown: do they only maintain the bloodstream-form or do they inhibit differentiation in every stage? We investigated gene expression changes in procyclic form T. brucei after bromodomain inhibition to determine if this inhibition causes expression of genes characteristic of different lifecycle stages. In particular, we used GO term analysis to analyze changes in metabolic pathways following bromodomain inhibition. 3:45 p.m. Aaron Friend: Exploring Mitochondrial Genome



Rearrangements in a Fast-Evolving Clade of Octocorals Advisor: Catherine McFadden, Vivian and D. Kenneth Baker Professor in the Life Sciences



 Anthozoans, the class of Cnidaria containing corals, are



evolutionarily interesting for their slow rate of mitochondrial evolution and conserved gene order. Preliminary evidence suggests a clade of South African octocorals has an increased rate of mutation when compared to other corals. In addition, a partially sequenced mitochondrial genome of L. benayahui (a member of the clade of interest) has a gene order that is inconsistent with the common gene order. We have used next-generation sequencing to obtain complete mitochondrial genomes of other representative species in this clade to further investigate their atypical evolutionary rates and genome rearrangements.
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